
163. Samuel Lipari recognized that the volume pricing in even large group purchasing organizations

failed to provide significant cost savings and Physicians Management Group was able to profit by splitting

the savings its customers realized over volume pricing.

164. Samuel Lipari discovered that for every product line and from almost every vendor in the broad

spectrum of hospital supplies from bedding, to pharmaceuticals, 10 instruments and even including food

and janitorial supplies. the price of goods sold through hospital group purchasing organizations and even

their contract suppliers and manufacturer's catalog price was substantially higher than the discounts he

could obtain. Samuel Lipari found it easy to beat the "volume discounts" on even very small quantity

purchases for widely dispersed customers with disproportionately high handling and transportation costs.

165. In order to increase Physicians Management Group's recognizable savings to aid its customers in

evaluating value over products sourced from other vendors, Samuel Lipari innovated the use of separate

fees for Physicians Management Group's management, storage and delivery of healthcare supplies to allow

customers to directly compare unit costs with other purchasing organizations. This innovation was a great

aid to small doctor's practices and rural nursing homes which were empowered to make purchasing

decisions on a direct comparison of value in cost per unit of product with the nation's larger volume

hospital supply organizations while having the logistics costs of managing contracts, fulfillment, storage

and delivery separated out in observable fees that could be tracked and competitively evaluated. Physicians

Management Group's logistics services could then be partially or completely substituted with more

competitive local alternatives.

166. The demand for Physicians Management Group's business model as an alternative supplier grew

faster than the fledgling company with no access to operating capital could sustain. The first 25

independent representatives who bad self financed their representation, a practice common among

manufacturer's representatives in the automotive and mass merchandizing industries brought in four

million dollars in contracts within the first 90 days and Physicians Management Group began Shipping

products to their clients.

167. Physicians Management Group '5 hospital group purchasing organization (GPO) supplier was

Health Services Corporation of America (HSCA). Despite being one of the largest GPOs at the time with

the rnust volume from which to leverage lowest prices HSCA 's contract prices for its member customers
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were not as good as those Physicians Management Group obtained on purchases outside of the GPO. Even

though Physicians Management Group was only fulfilling the requirements of small volume doctor's

offices, clinics and nursing homes.

16K. Without access to operating capital to sustain the high demand and growth, Physicians

Management Group ceased operations and began returning all unshipped products to the appropriate

manufacturer. Physicians Management Group Inc. filed for financial relief on October 15, 1996 and that

relicf was granted and the file closed on April 09, 1997.

169. On October 24, 1995 Samuel Lipari incorporated Medical Supply Management in the State of

Missouri, a hcalthcare supplier that used technology to bundle services to assist hospitals, nursing homes,

surgery centers and physician offices purchase track and pay for supplies again innovating and adopting the

role suppliers in the vastly more competitive mass merchandizing industry create value for their customers

reducing administrative and product costs.

170. The effect of bundling services to purchase track and pay for supplies, utilizing Samuel Lipari's

proprietary software was a revolutionary value adding innovation radically increasing efficiency and

reducing costs that rendered group purchasing organizations obsolete. Group purchasing organizations

operating without supply chain management software were physically unable to manually offer these value

adding services, even with their enormous administrative offices and staff. Hospitals, unlike retail stores

where supplier management of purchasing, tracking and paying for supplies as a competition enhancing

service to customers originated, do not have the primary function of selling products. When suppliers start

to purchase, track and pay for supplies as an included service for hospitals, hospital staffing can concentrate

on the primary value creating function of providing healthcare services. The savings realized became

exponential.

17 I. Group purchasing organizations and suppliers began a refusa I to deal strategy to foreclose the new

supply chain technology from the market for hospital supplies. Although HSCA had indicated a willinpne-s

to provide Medical Supply Management a membership in its GPO as they had done earlier for Physicians

Management Group, HSCA later breached the membership contract with Medical Supply Management,

stating the GPO was getting too much pressure from several suppliers.
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172. Medical Supply Management replaced HSCA with Medlicon as its G PO, and as a member of

Med licon, Medical Supply Management's clients were entitled to contract pricing according to Medl cons

Manufncrurer Agreements to supplement direct purchasing negotiated by Medical Supply Management

itself.

173. As a supplier for health systems (hospital chains, hospitals, clinics and nursing homes) Medical

Supply Management was what the industry labels an "independent distribution network." However, unl ike

other suppliers in healthcare, Medical Supply Management did not make exclusive contracts with particular

manufacturers extracting profit from the rebate or kick back payment for exclusive access to a market.

Medical Supply Management's compensation was driven only by its performance in saving costs for its

customers. Consequently, Samuel Lipari's software was engineered as a "clearing house" resembling an

insurance claims processing center of the period where many active competitors utilize the center as a

neutral utility. This was the first electronic marketplace in healthcare supplies and it was not based on the

GPO model of extracting fees for anticornpetitive advantage and monopolization. Later in 200 I, the

defendant US Bancorp and Piper laffray did a study authored by their senior analyst Daren Marhula and

determined the model would save twenty three billion dollars a year over the current inefficient distribution

system.

174. MedEcon like other GPO's had not invested in efficiency creating technologies like Medical

Supply Management's supply chain management software due to the lack of competition in the market for

hospital supplies. However, MedEcon enlisted Medical Supply Management transaction accounting and

reporting data to police their suppliers' contract pricing compliance, giving birth to the current practice of

GPOs to usc electronic marketplace software to enforce anticompctiuvc minimum price maintenance in

Sherman Act prohibited vertical price fixing between manufacturers, suppliers and vendors selling to

hospitals through Neoforma, Inc. or GHX LLC's electronic marketplace.

175. Owen Hcalthcare, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Cardinal Health, lnc., took a great interest in

Medical Supply Management's business model. On the pretense of building a relationship with Medical

Supply Management that would allow Samuel Lipari to seII Owen's lines of pharmaceuticals as all

indepcndent distribution network, Owen Healthcare obtained Medical Supply's business plan and

proprietary information developed as of 1995.
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176. Cardinal Health, Inc. utilized the information in the business plan describing the clearinghouse

model and Robert Zollars. a Cardinal employee left Cardinal and later joined Neoforma, Inc. that had

started lip in 1996 to sell hospital supplies through the internet in an electronic marketplace.

177. A July 29, 1996 letter to Dennis M. Egan of Health Services Corporation of America (HSCA)

described Medical Supply Management's use of the Web for customer ordering:

"The Contract portfolio information MSM clients will receive from HSCA will be utilized as
follows:

The contract portfolios will reside on MSM server and will include all product data (Vendor,
Product ID, Description, Unit of Measure, etc.). The product information (excluding pricing. terms
and conditions) will be accessible on the World Wide Web and only after a client locates products
on the World Wide Web, will the client then negotiate EDI with MSM server and MSM server
provide pricing. Pricing will be provided via Internet through a (SS) link."

7. The Defendants Foreclosure of Competition In The Market For Hospital Supplies Through
Exclusionary Contracts and Loyalty Agreements That Have The Same Exclusionary Effect

178. Novation and Neoforrna create distribution agreements with incumbent and market leading device

makers that amount to exclusionary agreements with hospitals given the arrangements between Novation,

LLC, Neoforma, Inc .. Robert 1. Zollars. Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonornaque, University

Healthsystern Consortium, Robert 1. Baker and their member hospitals.

179. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaque, University Healthsystem Consortium, Robert J. Baker also enter into explicit exclusionary

contracts with incumbent and market leading device manufacturers for a given product with which member

hospitals arc obliged to comply by agreement and/or coercive threats of expulsion or penalties for

deviations.

180. Explicit exclusionary contracts are created when Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert 1.

Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonornaque, University HeaIthsystem Consortium, Rober' ..

Baker forbid member hospitals from buying outside the cartel, either explicitly or by a practice of imposing

penalties if they do.

18 I. Novation, LLC, Neoforrna, Inc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsysrern Consortium. Robert 1. Baker exercise their power as exclusive

purchasing agents for hospitals by declining to approve competing devices in a given product market,
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effectively imposing sole source device contract 011 member hospitals even when they do not do so

explicitly.

182. Novation, LLC, Neoforrna, lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystern Consortium, Robert 1. Baker exclude suppliers by agreement by

allowing member hospitals to buy from other hospital supply vendors including Medical Supply but only

for product categories not covered by the defendants cartel.

183. Novation, I.LC, Neoforrna. lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaque, University Healthsystern Consortium, Robert 1. Baker create some exclusionary contracts that

arc not imposed on member hospitals. Instead these member hospitals are free to accept or reject those

exclusionary contracts on a contract-by-contract basis. Even with these "voluntary" exclusionary contracts

which often cover multiple products and manufacturers, impose retroactive penalties on deviation, and ban

even considering rival products effectively bind member hospitals even when rivals for some products later

offer a better and cheaper product.

184. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc .• Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaque, University Healthsystem Consortium, Robert 1. Baker in exchange for fees and commercial

bribes from manufacturers also use incentives to join exclusionary contracts that anticompetitively exclude

device rivals, harm consumers, and harm hospitals as a group.

185. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystern Consortium, Robert 1. Bake get members to accept exclusionary

contracts by co-opting hospital system directors and decision makers with cash and cash substitute

payments often in the guise of consulting contracts, giving hospitals other compensating benefits,

disfavoring hospitals who do not join the exclusionary scheme, and/or giving hospitals who do join a SI..iI"

of the supracompetitive profits earned from downstream consumers.

186. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystem Consortium, Robert 1. Bake overtly illegal forms of exclusive

dealing proceed through voluntary agreements with multiple willing hospital buyers even though the long

run result is a reduction of competition harmful to the ultimate consumer and often to the hospital buyers

themse lvcs ,
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187. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars. Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque. University Hcalthsystcm Consortium, Robert J. Bake deceive governmental oversight by

making anticompetuive agreements that do not require purchasing 100% from one manufacturer, but

instead some other high percentage like 90 or 95%.

188. The defendants usc a private brand through Novation, LLC called Novaplus, The Novaplus Pulse

Oximetry Letter of Commitment (requiring 95% minimum of annual oximetry sensor purchases from

Tyco-Nellcor , which bad 88% of market); The defendants Novation Opportunity ® Spectrum I Portfolio

Participation Agreement (requiring 95% minimum spanning 12 product categories; The Ethicon-Novation

Commitment Document (offering different discounts for Novation hospitals buying 90 or 95% of sutures

from Ethicon, which had 81% of suture market)

189. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake's exclusive dealing arrangements

cause anticornpctitive harm by raising costs for Medical Supply, other distributors. suppliers and

manufacturers. The defendants accomplish their monopolization scheme by dcnying rivals the economics

of scale they need to compete effectively.

190. Novation. LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystern Consortium and Robert J. Bake create exclusive contracts by

Volunteer Hospital Association and University HeaIthsystem Consortium's general terms of the Novation

membership or the defendants' contracts for particular product areas also often require the hospital to use

Novation as its sale purchasing agent for the covered product categories. In Novation's Opportunity ®

Spectrum [ Portfolio Participation Agreement it states "Participant declares Novation as its sole supply cost

management company for the purchase of products in the OPPORTUNITY product categories ....

Participant will purchase OPPORTUNITY ® products though Novation purchasing arrangements and will

not purchase OPPORTUNITY products or any products that compete with OPPORTUNITY products

though any other supply cost management company."

I9 I. Some of Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystcm Consortium and Robert J. Bake's hospital agreements provide that a
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signing hospital cannot solicit rival hids, examine rival products, or even entertain rival proposals to

prevent Medical Supply or other Web based suppliers from providing competing product pricing.

192. Novation's Opportunity ® Spectrum I Portfolio Participation Agreement states "Participant will

not ... participate in competitive product evaluations for OPPORTUNITY products." Novation's

Opportunity ® Spectrum II Portfolio Participation Agreement (same); Supply Partner Terms of

Participation Opportunity ® Spectrum I Portfolio states "Health care organization agrees not to cause

supply partner to incur defensive selling costs during the term of this Agreement (such as can be

caused by entertaining proposals from other vendors or conducting product evaluations) ... "

[emphasis added],

193. The defendants' Supply Partner Terms of Participation Opportunity ® Spectrum II Portfolio states

the same. See, e.g., Leiter from James Bradley of Stuart Cardiology Group to Jake Langer of Biotronik,

Feb. 26, 200 I ("Hospital has entered into a GPO Novation contract, which provides only a single cardiac

rhythm device vendor. The hospital is enforcing a 100% compliance to this vendor even though the actually

contract states 95% compliance."

194. The defendants use contracts designed so that a hospital cannot consider rival products, to make it

impossible for the hospital to obtain products outside of the agreement made with Novation, LLC,

Neoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonomaque, University

Healthsystern Consortium and Robert 1. Bake even though on paper, the market is not restrained for the

remaining 5· 10%. The defendants' agreements in practice rival devices are often 100% excluded from

hospitals despite the nominal right to buy 5· 10% from them.

195. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque. University Healthsystern Consortium and Robert J. Bake conceal their exclusionary

agreements by not requiring an absolute obligation to buy a high percentage from the favored supplier, but

instead provide loyalty rebates if that high percentage is met. The Novaplus Pulse Oximetry Leiter of

Commitment (discount contingent on 95% compliance). Novation 's Opportunity @ Spectrum I Portfolio

Participation Agreement also stated the same.

196. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaquc, University Hcalthsystcm Consortium and Robert J. Bake use loyalty rebates as a more
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sophisticated penalty on noncompliance than that imposed under a traditional illegal exclusive agreement to

restrain trade, and one that is far more enforceable to hoot.

197. With loyalty rebates, Novation can unilaterally impose a penalty for noncompliance by just

withholding the quarterly or annual rebate without even going to court, and can easily prove in court the

amount of past rebates that must he returned. In this way courts become the defendants instrument of

monopolization.

198. Novation, LtC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaquc, University Healthsysrem Consortium and Robert J. Bake use a termination penalty making the

defendants' exclusive dealing agreements violate the Sherman Antitrust Act. The defendants add additional

penalties that are more enforceable including loyalty rebates tat increase the exclusionary effect.

199. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake use loyalty rebates that arc

conditional on the buyer taking all or a high percentage of its purchases from a favored supplier and

amount to defacto exclusive dealing. IlIA Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law 11768B3, AT 151 (1996);

X I Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law 11I 807, at I 15- 18 (1998).

200. The defendants' loyalty payments are used to inflate prices. (I) Here the rebates or discounts are

conditioned on purchasing a high share of the buyer's purchases from the supplier. Thus, this is not a per

item price cut that can be met by any equally efficient rival for any future purchases. Because the loyalty

rebates are conditioned on getting a high share of the buyer's purchases, they leave rivals with access to

only a lower share, which may not sustain economies of scale. When they do so, such loyalty rebates

exclude rivals by worsening the rivals' efficiency.

20 I. (2) Once the hospital has committed to the arrangement, the rebates on all the hospital's past

purchases are contingent on it meeting the loyalty threshold. Because loyalty commitments can last for five

to seven years, a failure to comply can result not only in losing any rebate already earned in the current year

but a demand for a return of all the rebates paid in all past years too. Novation's Opportunity ® Spectrum I

Portfolio Participation Agreement states "all earned incentive payments received by the Participant will be

subject to repayment if Participant fails to comply for the full [five-year] term of the OPPORTUNITY
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portfolio" with a 1)5'70 purchase commitment and other requ irerncuts: Novation's Opportunity ® Spectrum

II Portfolio Participation Agreement states the same.

202. Novation, LLC, Neoforrna , Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association. Curt

Nonomaque. University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake use the threat to reclaim all those

rebates on past purchases to induce their member hospitals not to switch to making future purchases from a

rival that is just as efficient and offering a lower price, effectively foreclosing Medical Supply from the

market for hospital supplies.

203. Novation, LLC, Neoforrna. Inc .. Robert J. Zollars , Volunteer Hospital Association. CUrt

Nonomaque , University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake's exclusionary programs cover

multiple products and manufacturers rather than just one. Sometimes the defendants and a given incumbent

manufacturer gives rebates or discounts on a whoIe product line if the buyer commits to making a high

percentage of their purchases from that manufacturer through Novation or Neoforrna for each product in

the line. [Ethicon-Novation Commitment Document (offering highest discount for Novation hospitals that

buy 95% of sutures and 85% of endomechanical products from Ethicon, which had 8 I % of suture market

and 61 % of endorncchan ical products I

204. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake even sometimes give rebates or

discounts on menu of products from different manufacturers if the hospital commits to buying a high

percentage of each product from the corresponding manufacturer on the menu. Novation's Opportunity ®

Spectrum I Portfolio Participation Agreement employs a 95% purchase commitment applies for twelve

product categories covering five different manufacturers, though with one manufacturer for each product

category. Novation's Opportunity ® Spectrum II Portfolio Participation Agreement uses an X5-95%

purchase commitment applying to 14 product categories covering 7 manufacturers.

205. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaque, University Healthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake's market foreclosure agreements

applying to multiple products do not differ from a single product exclusive dealing arrangement, but only

worsen the anticompetitive consequences. Through these programs, the defendants impose a penalty for a

hospital or health system's failure to meet the threshold for anyone product and in a multiple product
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loyalty agreement includes withholding or reclaiming rebates not only for that product but for all the other

products as w<:11.Novation, LLC, Ncoforma, Inc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonoruaque , University lIeaIthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake can then exacerbate the penalty for

noncompliance after the rebates have been earned.

206. The defendants have foreclosed competition in the market for hospital supplies so that even at the

very beginning of a rebate period, Medical Supply could not compete by simply offering a price on one of

the products that matches or beats the price the incumbent manufacturer and Novation or Neoforma is

charging for that product net of the program discount.

207. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Hcalthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake use their tremendous market power

of over 2000 hospitals and multiple product rebates or package discounts as an illegal tying agreement

described in X Arccda, Elhauge & Hovenk amp, Antitrust Law ~ 1758b, at 343~346 (I(96).

208. The defendants' scheme is designed to keep a more efficient Web based vendor or suppliers from

providing products to hospitals at lower prices than the cartel. For the hospital would have to take into

account that even if it gets a better price from using the rival for that product, it loses the discount on all the

other products in the program. The defendants' multi-product rebates arc equivalent to sidepaymcnts given

to hospitals and health systems in exchange for agreeing to enhance the manufacturer selling through

Novation and Neoforrna's market power by excluding other sources in one product, with the sidepayments

compensating these hospitals and health systems for the fact that this scheme increases the price they pay

for the product whose market power was enhanced.

209. More generally, as noted above, even when a hospital docs not formally make a multi-product

commitment, Novation and Neoforma pressure or threaten with expulsion any member hospitals who do

not comply with the commitment obligations made on any of the defendants' exclusionary agreements with

incumbent manufacturers. Every single product exclusionary agreement of the defendants is effectively tl.e

same as a multi-product one and violates Sherman I.

210. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association. Curt

Nonomaque, University HeaIthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake have inserted themselves between

the manufacturer and consuming hospitals to extract fees from incumbent manufacturers. These fees or
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commercial bribes are solicited by Novation, LLC, Ncoforma. lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital

Association, Curt Nonomaque, University Hcalthsystem Consortium and Robert J. Bake and arc partially

forwarded to member hospitals and more efficiently to hospital decision makers for high share

commitments that are not volume-based at all, and are in actuality not rebates or discounts but a system of

graft.

2 I J. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Hcalthsyste m Consortium and Robert J. Bake and their officers with the assistance

of US Bancorp, NA, lJS Bank, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cescrc, The Piper Jaffray Companies and

Andrew S. Duff have obtained cash and cash equivalents such as stock-options, warrants, or investment

interests in the manufacturers favored by Novation and Neoformas commitment programs.

2 12. The fees and bribes solicited by the defendants from favored manufacturers includes making

monetary investments in the defendants' owned businesses including Neoforma, Inc., and giving Novation,

LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonornaque, University

Heulthsystcrn Consortium, Robert J. Rake, US Bancorp. NA, US Bank, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew

Cesere, The Piper Jaffray Companies and Andrew S. Duff favorable business terms on other unrelated

deals.

2 I 3. US Bancorp, NA, US Bank, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cesere, The Piper Jaffray Companies

and Andrew S. Duff also employed another tactic to extort funds from manufacturers and suppliers to enter

the cartel. US Bancorp, NA, US Bank, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cesere , The Piper Jaffray Companies

and Andrew S. Duff have hosted annual hcalthcarc conferences where healthcarc technology companies

seeking capitalization were forced to pay US Bancorp Piper Jaffray for underwriting their public offerings

and favorable analyst coverage marketed as "independent" research to create demand for their shares as a

pre initial public offering investment for qualified investors and most importantly to obtain an introduction

to Novation and Neoforma officials to be favored by Novation's commitment programs.

214. US Bancorp, NA, US Bank, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cesere, The Piper Jaffray Companies

and Andrew S. Duff were paid large sums for it private meeting with Novation officials or for a prospective

hcalthcarc technology company's membership in a GPO institute for evaluating technologies.
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215. Manufacturers and suppliers arc forced to pay Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars,

Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonomaque, University Healthsystem Consortium, Robert J. Bake

fixed amounts that are not linked to volume in the form of: (I) fees given to have products considered, (2)

annual administration fees, (3) marketing or endorsement fees, and (4) licensing fees for use of the

NovaPlus brand name.

2 I6. Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonomaque, University Healthsystcm Consortium, Robert J. Sake arrange for selected manufacturers and

suppliers to pay hospitals fixed fees that are not dependent on the volume of sales in exchange for their

commitment to achieving the target market shares. The fact that the payments given for loyalty

commitments often are not proportional to volume worsens the anti-competitive effects. The defendants.'

side-payments that are unrelated to sales volume arc used because they are a more effective means of

dividing monopoly profits created by seller-buyer collusion designed to enhance Novation, LLC,

Neoforma, lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt Nonomaque, University

HeaIthsystem Consortium, Robert 1. Bake's market power.

217. Sometimes Novation, LLC, Ncoforma, Inc., Robert J. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association,

Curt Nonomaque. University Healthsystem Consortium, Robert J. Bake make agreements where the d.:

facto exclusivity for any given product is granted not to one incumbent manufacturer or supplier, but to twa

of them. The defendants at times enforce a duopoly in some products to protect those manufacturers from

competition by rivals and entrants. Regardless, the motive of the defendants is to restrict output and

increase prices just as where the defendants enforce an absolute monopoly in a product or product line."

21!L Novation, LLC, Neoforma, lnc., Robert 1. Zollars, Volunteer Hospital Association, Curt

Nonornaque. University HeaIthsystem Consortium, Robert J. Bake have offered to allow rival products

from unfavored manufacturers and suppliers to be offered if they would agree to increase their prices

dramatically to levels higher than that being charged by the incumbent manufacturers and suppliers wl.o

benefit from the exclusionary agreements. For example, Retractable Technologies reported that Novation

finally said it would agree to use safer needle technology from Retractable Technologies, but only if it were

sold under Novation's private label for a price 270% higher than Retractable wanted to charge. Thomas

Shaw, "Examine the 'questionable' side of GPOs," Commentary, Dallas Business Journal (March 15,
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1999) Mark Smith, "Innovative medical products: a clash of blood and money," Houston Chronicle (April

IX, 1999).

8. The Monopolization Of The Hospital Supply Industry By The Defendants In Conspiracies
And Combinations With Premier, GHX, LLC and Their Predecessor Corporations

219. On September 28. 1998. Richard A. Heard. Senior Vice President, Diversified Services obtained

via subterfuge the business plan and model created by Samuel Lipari for Medical Supply Management for

the Defendants using a false offer to buyout the company from Samuel Lipari.

220. On November ::n and 24th, 1998, the Defendants obtained a demonstration in Salt Lake City. Utah

of Samue l Lipar is software that allowed purchases of hospital supply products to be purchased and

managed via pc computers instead of the existing costly mainframes still used by the Defendants and their

member hospitals and manufacturers to this day.

221. No agreement W;IS finalized because with the demonstration and intellectual property obtained by

the defendants through Richard A. Heard and Owen Health, a subsidiary of Cardinal which would later be

part owned by the Defendant Novation, the Defendants had obtained the information they needed to

prevent Medical Supply from obtaining capital to enter the marketplace by implementing their own

electronic exchanges, diluting the value of Samuel Lipari's innovation with false substitutes that

maintained the group purchasing organization enterprise of the Defendants to artificially inflate hospital

supply costs.

222. In Junc 1999. Med Assets was formed, it acquired the two GPO's InSource and Axis Point Health

Services and then Health Services Corporation of America (lISCA) that had provided supplies to Samuel

Lipari's two earlier companies in May 200 I.

223. On June 28.1999, Neoforma, Inc. announced that it has elected Robert J. Zollars to the position of

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer. He succeeds Jeff Kleck, Ph.D., co-founder of Neoforma.

Zollars joins Ncoforma from his position as an E.V.P. and Group President at Cardinal Health, Inc.

224. On March 7, :WOO, Medibuy.com Inc. (Medibuy) a vendor of Internet-based health care supply

purchasing software announced it was acquiring Premier Health Exchange LLC, the electronic commerce

subsidiary of San Diego-based Premier Inc.

225. On September 1,2000, Med ibuy announced it was acquiring ernpactl+calth.com. a Nashville,

Tcnn.vbased purchasing Web portal started by hospital chain HCA--Thc Hospital Co. Shareholders of the
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privately held ernpnctl-lealth.com , including HCA, will receive appro x imately 23% of mcdibuy.com.

HCA's ownership interest in rnedibuy.corn will total approximately 16%. Under the agreement, San Diego-

based medibuy.corn will become the exclusive electronic commerce partner to HCA's 204 hospitals, as well

as several members of HCA's group purchasing organization, including LifePoint Hospitals, Triad

Hospitals and Health Management Associates.

226. On February 6, 2000, Empacrhealth announced that ColumbialHCA Healrhcare Corp. is pumping

lip to $40 million into cmpactl-lealth.corn. which will charge hospitals and vendors a fee for ordering

supplies online. ColumbiafHCA, the nation's largest for-profit hospital company, will be the firm's first

customer.

227. On March 30, 20()O, Empactl-lealth announced today that it has signed a founding partner

agreement with Health Management Associates (liMA), the premier operator of acute care hospitals in the

Southeast and Southwest areas of non-urban America. Under the terms of the agreement, HMA will

exclusively implement and use cmpactl-lealth's empactBuy solution for the online requisitioning, ordering

and purchasing of all medical and non-medical supplies and services for the company's 32 acute care

hospitals. and any facilities HMA adds in the future. HMA will also become a founding partner and an

equity shareholder in empactHealth.

228. In the same announcement empactHealth stated it is a leading healthcare e-procurement company

that synchronizes the business processes of hcalthcare buyers and suppliers to reduce costs and increase

efficiency at both ends of the healthcare supply chain. The company has already signed a large critical mass

of committed buyers, including more than 240 ColumbialHCA and Health Management Associates

facilities that will use empactBuy, exclusively, as their e-procurcment solution. In addition, empactHeaIth

has commitments from Johnson & Johnson, Baxter, and Medline and a number of other suppliers to

integrate their ERP business processes with empactSupply. empaetHealth offers healthcare-specific e-

procurement solutions based on foundation technology from Commerce One and adds valuable functions

such as business intelligence, contract management, and inventory management. The company is

Nashville-based and privately funded.

229. 0n March 29,2000, Global Healthcarc Exchange (GIIX) was founded as a Limited Liability

Company or a trust by five major healthcare mnnufactur ing competitors: Johnson & Johnson Health Care
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Systems; GE Medical Systems: Baxter Hcalthcare Corp.: Medtronic USA, Inc. and Abbott Exchange, Inc.

Much of the capitalization came from GE, the parent company of GE Medical. The name was also copied

from GE's existing internet marketplace for hospital supplies Global Exchange and was part of a plan

created by Jeffrey lmme lt, then GE Medical president and now CEO ofGE to prevent competition from

electronic marketplaces that were independent from the manufacturers ability to control hospital supply

distribution with kickbacks and commercial bribes.

230. On March 30, 2000 Neofurrna announced the merger with EcJipsys Corporation (NASDAQ:

ECLP) and HEALTHvision, Inc. In conjunction with the agreements, Neoforma.corn announced that it has

signed an exclusive lOvycar strategic agreement to provide e-cornmerce services for the 6.500 healthcare

organizations participating in the purchasing programs of Novation, LLC, the world's largest buyer of

medical supplies and the supply company of national health care alliances VHA Inc. and University

HealthSystems Consortium (UHC). The companies later decided not to merge and instead to form a

combination to jointly control the market for hospital supplies in e-cornrnerce among Novation, LLC's

customers.

23 I. On March 3 1,2000 The New Healthcare Exchange was formed as a consortium of four of the US

largest health care distributors, which include ArneriSource Health. Cardinal Health, Fisher Scientific

International; and McKesson HBOC.

232. On May 25, 2000 Neoforma announced that it has reaffirmed its exclusive IO-year agreement to

provide e-conunerce procurement services for Novation. Neoforma.corn also announced modifications to

the structure and terms of its stock and warrant transactions with VilA Inc. and University HealthSystem

Consortium (UIlC), the national healthcare aIJianees that own Novation. Much of the public offering was

subscribed to or purchased by Novation with funds owned by UHC and VHA member hospitals and

without their knowledge and approval. The capitalization of Neoforma as a direct consequence rose to 1.2

billion dollars.

233. Neoforma also announced on May 25, 2000 that Eclipsys Corporation and HEALTHvision, Inc.

agreed by mutual consent to terminate, effective immediately, their proposed mergers announced March

30,2000. Instead, Neoforma.com, Eclipsys and HEALTHvision have entered into a strategic commercial

relationship that will include a co-marketing and distribution arrangement between Neoforma.corn and
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Hf.Al.Tllvisron. The arrangement includes the use of Eclipsys' eWeblT™ enterprise application

integration (EAI) technology and professional services to enhance the integration of legacy applications

with Neoforma.com's e-commcrce platform.

234. Under the terms of the modified Novation agreements, YHA will receive 46.3 million shares,

representing approximately 36% of Neoforma.com, and UHC will receive 11.3 million shares, representing

approximately 9% of Ncoforrna.corn. In addition, under new warrants to he issued to YHA and lIHC, YHA

and UHC will have the opportunity to earn up to 30.8 million and 7.5 million additional Ncoforma.com

shares, respectively, over a four-year period by meeting certain performance targets. These targets are

based upon the historical purchasing volume of YHA- and UHC-membcr healthcare organizations that sign

up to use Neoforrna.corn's e-cornrnerce exchange. The targets increase annually to total healthcare

organizations representing approximately $22 billion of combined purchasing volume at the end of the

fourth year. The warrants will have a strike price of $0.01. On a pro forma basis, including shares issuable

upon the exercise of Neoforma.com's existing options and warrants, and YHA and UHC earning all of the

shares underlying the performance-based warrants, Ncoforrna.com would have approximately 175 million

shares outstanding.

235. The May 25. 2000 announcement also revealed the interlocking directors used by the Defendants

to restrain trade in hospital supplies. In connection with the new agreements, two of the seven seats on the

Neoforrna.com Hoard of Directors will be filled by YHA designees after closing of the transaction. Subject

to certain exceptions, YHA has agreed to vote any Neoforma.com shares it owns in excess of 20% of

outstanding Neoforma.com stock in the same proportion as all other stockholders. Subject to certain

exceptions, UIIC has agreed to vote any Neoforma.corn shares it owns in excess of 9'10 of outstanding

Neoforrna.com stock in the same proportion as all other stockholders. YHA and UHC have also agreed to

certain other restrictions on acquisitions and transfers of Neoforrna.com stock.

236. Mark McKenna, Novation's president, said, "We are excited about the advantages and value that

our relationship with Neoforma.corn offers our members in managing their supply expenses and

inventories. We bave already made significant progress in our relationship with Neoforma.com. including

the establishment of supplier and buyer relationship management teams and a targeted implementation

strategy. We anticipate members wilJ he able to hegin conducting purchase transactions as early as the third
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quarter of this year."

237. Curt Nonomaque , VHA executive vice president, noted, "We believe the increased efficiencies,

reduced costs and ease-of-use features that Ncoforrna.corn's B2B technology provides will significantly

benefit both Novation's member organizations as well as other health care providers. In addition, VHA is

creating a separate cooperative pool and will distribute Neoforma.com stock to our members in proportion

to their dollar volume of purchases through Neoforma to further align incentives. In addition, the new

strategic partnership involving Neoforma.com, HEALTHvision and Eclipsys offers additional benefits for

healthcare organizations seeking to integrate and use Internet technology. These agreements build on

existing customer relationships with HEAL THvision and Eclipsys that provide the Web-based solutions

that enable hospitals to connect with their physicians and communities."

238. Edward Schwartz, executive vice president at UHC, indicated, "We're pleased that the relationship

with Neoforrna.com is moving forward and that UHC's members will be able to gain value from it. We're

also excited to announce that the first organization to sign up for the exchange through Novation is a UHC

member, the Medical College of Virginia Hospitals in Richmond, Virginia."

23<). Scott Decker, HEALTHvision chief executive officer. said, "We're pleased that through our

relationships with Neoforma.com and Eclipsys we will be able to offer customers a comprehensive e-

Health solution. HEALTHvision's customers will be able to quickly take advantage of Neoforma.corn's

expertise in supply chain management because Neoforma.corn's contributions will nicely complement our

existing services. HEAL Tl Ivision currently provides Web-based services to more than 1,200 hospitals, and

the potential addition of e-cornmerce capabilities has already generated a great deal of interest and

demand."

240. According to Zollars, the agreement with Novation creates immediate potential scale for

Neoforma.corn's e-commerce platform, as Novation represents more than 30% of U.S. procurement in

healthcare with a membership that includes many of the nation's largest and most respected healthcare

organizations and physicians. Novation also brings an existing base of relationships with a wide range of

healthcare suppliers, essential to the success of an e-commerce offering. Novation plans to be active in

recruiting other suppliers to the Neoforma.com marketplace. Novation already provides its alliance

members with highly regarded and utilized Web-enabled tools, including an online catalog, Web-based
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tools for cross-referencing and standardization.

241. On September 0 1,2000, Mcdibuy announced that shareholders of the privately held

empactl lcalth.com. including HCA, will receive approximately 23% of rnedibuy.corn. HCA's ownership

interest in medibuy.com will total approximately 16%. Under the agreement, San Diego-based

medibuy.com will become the exclusive electronic commerce partner to HCA's 204 hospitals, as well as

several members of HCA's group purchasing organization, including LifePoint Hospitals, Triad Hospitals

and Health Management Associates. mcdibuy.corn will integrate empactHealth.com's technology into its

products and services.

242. On April 200 I Hroadlane an electronic marketplace that comprises Tenet Healthcare Corp.,

Community Health Systems, Kaiser Permancnte, lasis Healthcare , Paracelsus Healthcare, Cleveland Clinic

Foundation, Universal Health Services, Intermountain Health Care and Continuum Health Partners is

formed.

243. On March 26, 2001 Medibuy and Premier announced the launch of Premier Exchange, an Internet

portal providing electronic commerce services to Premier's 1,850 alliance members. San Diego-based

Premier is a purchasing coalition for health care organizations. Medibuy, also ill San Diego, is an electronic

procurement vendor offering online supply ordering and management. Medibuy earlier this year acquired

Premier's start-up online supply division.

244. On April 30, 200 I HealthNexis is created. Formerly the New Health Exchange, was founded in

April 2000 by four of the nation's largest healthcare companies: AmeriSource Health Corporation (NYSE:

AAS), Cardinal Health, Inc. (NYSE: CAH), Fisher Scientific International, Inc. (NYSE: FSH), and

McKesson BBOC, Inc. (NYSE: MCK).

245. all November 26, 200 I Global Healthcare Exchange and Health Nexis announced they will

combine their operations into a single Internet-based exchange, according to the organizations. Supplier

members of both organizations wiII be connected to GHX's 70 integrated delivery networks (IONs), w~ iCII

currently represent approximately 600 hospitals. The combined entity will operate as Global Healthcare

Exchange LLC and will be headquartered in Westminster, Colorado. The merger announcement follows

recent GHX alliances with Neoforma Inc. and AmeriNetlnc. Says GHX president Mike Mahoney,

"Connectivity, participation, and cooperation among all members of the supply chain is critical for e-
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commerce to reach its full potential. HeahhNexis and its membership of leading healthcure companies

provide considerable e-cornmerce technology solutions and supply chain expertise. This cornhinauon

reinforces GHX's commitment to huilding an open and neutral healthcare exchange to drive supply chain

savings. It

246. On October 09,2002 Global Healthcare Exchange, LLC (GHX) and Ncoforma, Inc. announced

they have signed a definitive agreement to create the first comprehensive, integrated supply chain solution

for the healthcare industry. Neoforma and GHX expect the strategic alliance to accelerate the adoption of e-

commerce by hospitals and suppliers, accelerating supply chain cost savings. The agreement enables

Neoforma's hospital customers, including the 514 hospitals currently contracted to use the Neoforma-

powered Marketplaceeo Novation'" , to transact business with GHX's growing network of healthcare

supplier members through the integrated solution, without the added cost of implementing and maintaining

separate Internet connections. GHX's connected suppliers will be able to sell their products to Neotorma's

current and future hospital customers through one Internet-based exchange, reducing implementation costs

and simplifying the e-comrnerce strategy for these suppliers. GHX has signed more than 100 leading

supplier members.

247. On December I 1,2002 Global Hcalthcare Exchange, LLC (GHX) and Medibuy, Inc. announced

they have signed a definitive agreement to merge their two companies. The new company will be called

Global Healthcare Exchange, LLC (GHX). Owned by many of the world's largest healthcare suppliers and

providers, GHX and Medibuy will combine their respective Internet-based trading exchanges to create the

largest single exchange in healthcare. More than 1400 hospitals and other healthcarc facilities and 100

suppliers have already selected GHX or Medibuy as their preferred solution for purchasing healthcare

products and supplies. Through this merger, the newly created exchange will provide a means for all

participants in (he healthcare supply chain, including provider organizations, manufacturers, group

purchasing organizations (GPOs) and distributors, to benefit from improved efficiencies, cost reductions,

process automation, and the adoption of industry standards.

248. The same December I I, 2002 announcement described the owners of GHX: "Originally founded

in March 2000 by five major healthcare manufacturers: Johnson & Johnson Health Care Systems; GE

Medical Systems; Baxter Healthcare Corp.; Medtronic USA, lnc.: Abbott Exchange, Inc., GHX has since
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realized its vision of being owned by representatives of the entire supply chain, including manufacturers,

distributors, providers and group purchasing organizations. In addition to the founders. the original equity

owners included: Siemens; Becton, Dickinson & Co.: Boston Scientific Corp., Tyco Healthcare Group, LP;

Guidant Corp.: C.R. Bard, Inc.; B Braun Medical Inc. In December 2001, GHX combined business

operations with the distributor-created exchange, HeaIthNexis, adding Amerisourcei3ergen Corp.; Cardinal

Health, Inc.: Fisher Scientific International, Inc.: and McKesson Corp. to its list of owners. A year later, a

merger with Medibuy Inc. rounded out the current ownership roster with the addition of Premier, Inc., one

of the nation's largest group purchasing organizations, and HCA, a national integrated delivery network

(lDN).

249. While adopting Medical Supply's neutral marketplace concept, the same announcement reveals

that GHX still maintains and is an instrument for enforcing the Defendant Novation and the unnamed

coconspirator Premier's anticornpetitive pricing achieved through contracts that horizontally and vertically

fix prices:

250. "How does GHX benefit group purchasing organizations (GPOs),) GPOs are working with GHX

to develop integrated contract management and other c-cornmerce services that enable their hospital

members to more easily and efficiently purchase contracted products at the agreed upon price."

[Emphasis added]

25 I. On April I 1,2003, GHX, MedAssets HSCA announced that they have formed a Strategic

Alliance. Global Healthcare Exchange and Med Assets HSCA, the SI. Louis-based group purchasing

organization, announced they have formed a strategic alliance they say will make e-cornmerce services

available to more than 16,000 healthcare providers. Under the terms of the agreement, Med Assets has

selected GHX as an integrated e-cornmerce solution for members of its GPO. As a result, MedAssets

members will be able to purchase products via GHX's Internet-based trading exchange using pricing data

contained in the CDQuick E-Catalog, supplemented by the accurate product data in the GHX AIISource

catalog.

EVENTS

252. On or about 3/12/2002, and following 3 years of R&D Samuel Lipari, President and CEO of

Medical Supply Chain, Inc. (Medical Supply) began a process of selecting a corporate bank for the rollout
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of its healthcarc supply chain empowerment program that produces significant benefits to healthcare and its

patients. He sought input from associates and advisors concerning selection of an appropriate national bank

that would be capable of a full range of corporate banking services, including nation wide checking, escrow

services, short and long term credit facilities, receivables financing and international clearing of

transactions between thousands of health systems and their suppliers. Several national hanks were

evaluated but US Bancorp NA was selected because it also had an investment banking relationship with

Piper Jaffray. Piper Jaffray had targeted healrhcare customers and participated as underwriter and funds

manager for pre IPO healthcare manufacturers and service providers and US Bancorp NA acted as

underwriter for corporate bonds of hcalthcarc companies.

253. On or about 4115/02 Samuel Lipari arranged for Medical Supply's corporate account to be opened

at US Bank's SW Topeka branch. The account was opened in the name of Medical Supply Chain, Inc.,

using Medical Supply's federal tax I.D. number with a cashier's check in the name of Medical Supply's

agent and drawn on Miner's State Bank of Frontenac Kansas for $7,500.00.

254. On or about 4/25/02 Samuel Lipari opened a personal account in his name at US Hank's

neighborhood branch at 3640 S. Noland Road, Independence, MO. Before opening the checking account,

the US flank employee reviewed Samuel Lipari's account application and submitted Samuel Lipari's

personal data to Chex Systems, Inc. for a background check, evaluation and verification of eight years of

his previous banking history at other banking institutions. Samuel Lipari was approved for a personal

checking account and an electronic debit card. Samuel Lipari initially used the personal account to pay

expenses of Medical Supply with reimbursement from the corporation.

1. Andrew S. Duff And Piper Jaffraj 's Concerted Refusal To Deal

255. On 6/5/02 Samuel Lipari contacted Piper Jaffrey's Minneapolis headquarters to speak to Heath

Lukatch, managing director of the Piper Jaffray healthcare venture fund about Medical Supply being

considered as a venture capital candidate. He was instructed to send an executive summary of his business

plan via email. Samuel Lipari sent the summary and financial projections for Medical Supply with a

restriction on disclosure notice. Piper Jaffray made no response to the receipt of the executive summary and

financial projections from Medical Supply's business plan. Samuel Lipari again telephoned the

Minneapolis offices of the Piper Jaffray venture fund managers and his calls were not taken and not
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returned. Samuel Lipari also attempted to speak to a Piper Jatfray venture fund manger in their San

Francisco office but again, his calls were not taken or returned.

256. On 719102 Samuel Lipari and Medical Supply were visited by a Merger and Acquisitions attorney

for another San Francisco venture capital firm and after extensive discussions with her at Medical Supply's

Blue Springs, MO headquarters on the need to quickly enter the healthcare supply chain market and take

advantage of the opportunity created by the healthcare industry's sudden willingness to reject the existing

Group Purchasing Organizations, and after the New York Times had began uncovering corruption

revelations in the market. However the discussions revealed the current condition of venture funding and

IPO underwriting was very troubling. At the time of these meetings the first news of World Com 's debacle

was breaking. Medical Supply's management felt with the exception of Piper Jaffray , which concentrated

its investments in healthcare. that much of the assets venture funds reported were in fact overvalued

equities in telecom technology companies and that the collapse of WoridCom would further depress the

venture capital markets.

257. The venture capital M&A attorney questioned Samuel Lipari about the overtures of large

companies seeking to acquire Medical Supply. Samuel Lipari recounted the contacts made with Supply

Solution. a Michigan based company focused on expanding integration in the healthcare industry,

GoCoop/Avendra a Florida based company providing e-procurernent/group purchasing in the hospitality

industry and also wanted to integrate in the healthcare industry, both of which were seeking go to market

partners in hcalthcare, Owen Healthcare the pharmaceutical distribution subsidiary acting for Cardinal and

Cerner, a Kansas City healthcare company with enterprise resource planning software that is based on an

older operating system, called EDlthat is inferior to Medical Supply's web based services and poorly

suited for electronic commerce.

258. Corner had bought out Mitch Cooper & Associates, a healthcare supply chain consulting company

and seemed to be trying to acquire the capability to create an electronic healthcare marketplace.

259. Samuel Lipari told the VC attorney that Medical Supply would not compromise itself by being

aligned with any existing hcalthcare supplier. Medical Supply has the solution and he did nut want to be

tainted with companies that support the high cost healthcare problem. He also recounted how start up

healthcare electronic marketplace firms with technology similar to Medical Supply like Empacthealth and
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Mcdibuy had been bought up by GPOs for tens of millions of dollars, but that once they were no longer

independent, their market potential was eliminated and the technology was used by GPO firms to deceive

health systems into thinking their GPO partner was atternpung to increase its economic efficiency when in

fact they continued to restrict trade in support of monopolizing markets.

260. Medical Supply resolved 10 develop a way to internally capitalize a roll out of its supply chain

empowerment program and supply chain management technology. Medical Supply settled on a plan that

would utilize the value of its healthcare supply chain intellectual property and offer a comprehensive year

long education and healthcare supply chain certification program to independent representatives.

26 I. This plan would put representatives in the field nationwide that possess the knowledge and skills

to relate to all levels of management in healthcare systems and assist in the adoption of Medical Supply's

supply chain empowerment program. The independent representatives would pay for their certification and

fund their own marketing and sales operations, consistent with distribution systems that rely on

independent manufacturer's representatives. Since Medical Supply's web services were new to the market,

Samuel Lipari decided that it would be critical for the certification fee to be held in escrow until the

candidates had a chance to meet Medical Supply's certification team and have a chance to see if they would

succeed in mastering healthcare supply chain empowerment knowledge. After a week long intensive

seminar, the candidates would have the opportunity to decide whether or not to commit to the certification

program and Medical Supply would have the opportunity to reject any candidates it felt would not succeed

in the program.

262. Medical Supply developed a curriculum and contracted with the industry's foremost logistics and

supply chain experts to provide instruction during the week long sern inar and assist and advise candidates

throughout the certification process. Medical Supply made arrangements to include information and

presenters from companies with expertise in financial analysis of healthcare purchasing, including strategic

sourcing and human resource evaluations so that the representatives would be able to represent products

and technology services outside of Medical Supply's capabilities that would complement Medical Supply's

supply chain empowerment program in allowing a health system/hospital to break free of its GPO supplier.

263. Beginning X/1I02 Medical Supply advertised nationwide to recruit experienced account executives

and sales professionals and processed hundreds of appl icants with detailed evaluation of resumes. job
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history and financial disclosure applications. For the first of what were to he quarterly classes, Medical

Supply selected 15 candidates that had the potential to succeed as independent representatives for its

services. After numerous telephone interviews ten applicants had committed to becoming certification

candidates and attend thc ccrtification class starting the first week of December/Oz. During this sallie time,

Medical Supply was preparing the escrow account system that the candidates would utilize.

2. US Bank's Concerted Refusal To Deal

264. On or about 1011102Medical Supply contacted Chris Walden of the Noland Road, Independence

MO branch of US Bank for direction on escrow accounts and commercial banking services. Medical

Supply was referred to Becky Hainje a US BANCORP "Private Banker" and on or about 1013102 Becky

Hainje contacted Samuel Lipari and told him she would arrange to put him in contact with the persons in

different departments of US Bank that could provide Medical Supply the services Medical Supply

requested and needed. She connected Medical Supply with Brian Kabbes in St. Louis who was responsible

for US Bank commercial trust accounts in Missouri and Kansas. She also connected Medical Supply with

Douglas Lewis, responsible for commercial loans in the Noland Road office.

265. Samuel Lipari described Medical Supply's need for escrow accounts to Brian Kabbes and emailcd

him an escrow contract that Medical Supply counsel had prepared for its candidates. Brian Kabbes asked

questions about the candidates, the certification program and how many candidates had been selected so

far. Samuel Lipari negotiated with Brian Kabbes to reduce the escrow fee per account since all escrow

accounts would be identical, and US Bank had refused to have the funds in a single account. Brian Kabbes

agreed to lower the fee for US Bank's escrow agent services from the normal of $ 1,500 to $600 per account

and no hidden or additional transaction or disbursement fees.

266. After reviewing the escrow contract, on or about 1015102 Brian Kabbes communicated to Samuel

Lipari that the language of paragraph 10 "Security Interests" should be changed so that a security interest

for US Bank could be created in the $5,000 portion of the escrow that became Medical Supply's property

the moment a candidate submitted their certification funds into escrow. Medical Supply altered its escrow

contract to conform to Brian Kabbes' s suggestion and on or about 1017102 emailed the changes to Brian

Kabbes. Brian Kabbes and US Bank were identified as the escrow agent in the escrow agreement and Brian

Kabbcs ' address was included in the body of the agreement.
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267. On or about 10/8/02 Samuel Lipari spoke again to Becky Hainje about Medical Supply's need for

a business line of credit based on the Medical Supply portion of the t:SCfOW assets. Becky Hainjc said she

had talked to Brian Kabbes and he had told her there would be no problems with the escrow accounts, that

they were a "slam dunk." She suggested Samuel Lipari call Doug Lewis and make an appointment to apply

for the line of credit, which was based on the escrow account assets.

268. On or about 10/9/02 Brian Kabbes called to request an additional change in the escrow contract.

He supplied a specified US Treasury fund investment language for the funds while the funds were in the

custody of US Bank Trust Department. Medical Supply agreed to the additional change and modified the

investment instructions exactly as Brian Kabbes instructed. Medical Supply also ask if there were any other

changes needed before Medical Supply sent the contracts out to its certification candidates. Brian Kabbcs

said there would be no other changes and asked why Medical Supply was sending the candidates the

escrow contract. Medical Supply explained that the contracts were going out with the certification program

agreement so candidates would have a chance to review the information before their November 1st

deadline, which required their funds to be in the US Bank escrow accounts. Brian Kabbes acknowledged

the explanation and agreed to look over the release document Medical Supply developed that candidates

would execute following the week long evaluation seminar to be hcld the first week of December.

269. During this conversation, Brian Kabbes also requested Medical Supply's current corporate good

standing documentation from the Missouri Secretary of State '5 Office. Medical Supply agreed to send him

the reinstatement and tax clearance documents on Friday 1011 1/02 and that Samuel Lipari was meeting

with Doug Lewis on the afternoon of Thursday JO/JO/02 to set up the credit facility using the escrow

accounts as security. Samuel Lipari told Brian Kabbes he would have Doug Lewis send the requested

information to Brian Kabbes on 10/11/02. Brian Kabbes made no statement that US Bank had yet to

approve Medical Supply's escrow accounts and sought no additional information.

270. On or about Thursday 10/10/02, Samuel Lipari delivered the Medical Supply business plan and

associate program to Douglas Lewis, at the US Bank, Noland road office to apply for the agreed upon

commercial line of credit based on the portion of the escrow accounts Medical Supply would retain.
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271. The business plan and associate program booklets each had cover pages giving notice of restricted

usc and that Medical Supply protected the confidential business trade secret and intellectual property

contained in them.

272. A letter of introduction also stated the contents were protected and restricted disclosure and

possession of the materials. Two more folders contained the good standing documentation Brian Kabbes

requested and thc associate program contracts that were sent to the candidates.

273. Doug Lewis asked how many candidates Medical Supply had and Samuel Lipari reached into his

brief case and held up the tcn folders of applicants who had committed to sending in their funds by

November Isr and five others who were in the final stages.

274. Samuel Lipari further explained that he planned to start a new certification group each quarter.

Samuel Lipari was given a loan application and agreed to and did return the application the next day.

275. On or about Tuesday 10/15/02 Brian Kabbes called Samuel Lipari and informed him that US Rank

had turned down the escrow accounts because of the USA PATRIOT Act. When asked to clarify, he said

the know your customer requirements had changed and US Bank could not set up the escrow accounts for

Medical Supply.

276. Samuel Lipari was shocked and stunned and handed away the phone, where Brian Kabbes

repeated again The Patriot Act as the reason the accounts were denied.

277. Later that morning Samuel Lipari called Becky Hainje and asked if she could sec what happened.

Samuel Lipari explained that Medical Supply was counting on the escrow accounts and that the line of

credit depended on them too. He said he could not believe the USA PATRIOT Act could be a reason that

applied to Medical Supply. She said she would call and see what happened.

278. Becky Hainje called back and left a taped recording on the Medical Supply answering system and

listed the reasons Brian Kabbes told her. She said the reasons were the lack of a "relationship with the

Bank ... that the principals involved with the business were people unknown to the bank, but the main

reason is to know your customer "Patriot Act" that was enacted after 9/1 I, and which we could not reaJIy

give all the Correct answers on the source and flow of money.

3. US Bancorp, Andrew Cesere and Jerry Grundhoffer's Concerted Refusal To Deal
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ny. On or about 10/15102 Medical Supply found Andrew Cesere was the head of US Bancorp trust

department on the US Hank web site and at 4 p.m , called his secretary Barb in Minneapolis. He was

unavailable so Medical Supply asked her to leave instructions for him to call Samuel Lipari about Medical

Supply's corporate escrow account rejection at9 a.m. the following morning.

280. Barb asked for more details concerning the problem. She said Mr. Cesere had a morning meeting

but she would get the message to him. At 4:30 p.m. she called back and asked for additional information

and the names of the people Medical Supply had dealt with so that Mr. Cesere could inquire about the

problem.

281. At Y a.m, the following morning on or about 10/16/02 Ed Higgins called, leaving a tape-recorded

message on Medical Supply's answering system identifying him as the executive vice president of Midwest

trusts for US Bank. Samuel Lipari, believing that the USA Patriot Act had probably been used to reject the

escrow accounts because of his family sir name which is also the name of a small group of Islands in the

Mediterranean Sea and which ends in "ar i" like many Moslem sir names of people of Arabic descent,

activated a tape recorder with a built in microphone and called Mr. Higgins back on the speaker phone.

282. Each subsequent call to US Bank in which Samuel Lipari participated was also recorded by him to

document what he suspected was discrimination based on his national origin or ethnic descent.

283. Ed Higgins listened to Samuel Lipari after stating he was an attorney and how long he had been

working in trust banking, agreed with him that he saw no reason why the USA Patriot Act would apply to

Medical Supply.

284. Samuel Lipari explained that Medical Supply needed additional US Bank services including credit

facilities, receivables financing and clearing and settlement services for approximately 90 million worth of

transactions ill the first year of operations. He said he would check into the matter and call Samuel Lipari

back later that day.

285. Instead of Ed Higgins, Brian Kabbes called back with Lars Anderson who he identified as head of

corporate trust new business development person and Susan Paine who he said he reported to, both on the

line with him. Medical Supply explained that ill the time of his previous call, it was not realized that the

escrow account contracts that US Bank had approved had already been sent out to the candidates in reliance

on US Bank's agreement to host (he escrow accounts.
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2X6. Lars Anderson expressed some irritation that Medical Supply had contacted the head of the trust

unit about the rejection of escrow accounts. Lars Anderson said thc bank had never been on board and it

was not a done deal. Brian Kabbcs denied that there had been an agreement; he said he had twice told

Samuell.ipari.

287. Lars Anderson said that there had never been a signed off agreement to provide the service and

that there had never been any bid for it. Medical Supply contradicted that and said the price for the service

had been quoted by Brian Kabbes and after negotiating. a specific amount had been agreed upon.

2XX. Samuel Lipari also told them Brian Kabbes provided and requested changes to the escrow and that

Brian Kabbes had told Becky Hainje it was a "slam dunk."

289. During the call Medical Supply attempted several times to work out any misunderstandings and

set up at least the 10 accounts Medical Supply had rei ied on US Bank for and that US Bank had known

about and that Medical Supply was now in danger of being irreparably harmed.

290. Medical Supply stated that the Patriot Act did not apply and that Medical Supply was ill actuality

an established US Bank customer and that Medical Supply had been in a trust relationship with US Bank

and the bank even had its business plan and information about its proprietary business model.

29 I. Brian Kabbes said that the trust department was a "stand-alone unit" and had its own criteria for

accepting customers. US Bank refused to reverse its decision.

292. Medical Supply pointed out that it had not received a true reason for denial of the accounts and

that the reason given was a pretext at best.

293. Viewing US Bank's actions, Medical Supply stated they could only be explained by a conflict of

interest due to US Bancorps existing hcalthcare investments and involvement. Medical Supply felt

extremely disturbed by the apparent out come of this situation, there was not enough time to establish a

new banking relationship with another nationally recognized Bank and Medical Supply would loose

substantial momentum.

294. Medical Supply bad spent several months building up to roll out it's supply chain empowerment

program and felt to change a trust relationship in the middle will be devastating to it's entry to market.

Medical Supply researched over 300 resumes only to find 30 that appeared (0 be qualified.
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295. On or about 10/17 1()2 Samuel Lipari telephoned Douglas Lewis and told him what had happened.

Doug said he had sent Brian Kabbcs the good standing documentation but not the business plan and

associate program. Samuel Lipari instructed him not to send the business plan and associate program

materials to the corporate trust office of US Bank in Sr. Louis because of previous losses of intellectual

property from unauthorized business plan dissemination.

296. Samuel Lipari told Douglas Lewis that Medical Supply would be litigating over the escrow

decision and planned to renew its application for a line of credit once it had the situation straightened our.

297. Samuel Lipari suggested he might find another bank but Douglas Lewis said that would make the

line of credit difficult. Samuel Lipari further instructed Douglas Lewis to hold on to the materials and keep

anyone else from having access to them. Douglas Lewis agreed and stated he would keep the business plan

materials safe.

298. On or about 10/18/02 Medical Supply drafted a letter and sent it to Jerry A. Grundhoffer, the

President and Chief Executive Officer of US Bancorp NA with a copy being sent to Andrew Cesere,

explaining the staggering damages US Bancorp would be liable for in imminent litigation due to the refusal

to provide escrow accounts to Medical Supply. Medical Supply suggested an alternative of fact finding

depositions to take place in Sr. Louis, MO before the end of the day Tuesday 10/22/02, believing US Sank

to be misinformed about the USA Patriot Act and any reason for denying the escrow accounts.

299. US Bancorp Trust Department corporate counsel, Kristen Strong replied Friday 10/18/02 via fax

and priority delivery with a letter denying US Buncorp NA was in contract with Medical Supply and that if

any law suit is filed to address service for the trust department to her at her office.

300. Medical Supply called the trust department counsel Monday I0/2 1102 to ask for service addresse :

of the other named entities and employees. Kristen Strong said the same address would be good for all and

then proceeded to ask what the causes of action were. Medical Supply explained that it was chiefly an

antitrust action based on the Sherman, Clayton and Hobbs Act and that causes of action under the USA

Patriot Act were also a basis for the suit.

30 I. Kristen Strong was surprised Medical Supply was told the USA Patriot Act had been given as the

reason for the denial of escrow account service but reiterated that there was no contract in her view and she

saw no haxis for the other causes of action. Medical Supply stated that it would fax the complaint to her at
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the time thc action was filed at the end of business Thursday 10/24102, but they were still waiting for Mr.

Gunderson to select the alternative of mutual fact finding to promote a resolution of the matter without

litigation.

302. Kristen Strong stated that the depositions would not lead to any meaningful explanation, that

Medical Supply had her letter explaining US Bank's reason for denying the escrow accounts and that the

bank reserved the right !O choose whom it served.

303. Medical Supply reminded her that US Bancorp had extensive investments in healthcare and that

choosing not to provide a service to a competitor is actionable under antitrust law.

304. Kristen Strong warned Medical Supply Not To Contact Anyone At US Bank And Said If Medical

Supply filed an action against US Bancorp NA, she would send a letter to the judge in advance of her

answer to our complaint saying we had ex parte communications.

305. Medical Supply stated that it had not had any communications with US Bank employees since

receiving her reply on Friday 10/18/02. However, Medical Supply was an account holder at US Bank and

would continue to have communications with US Bank regarding its other bank business.

306. Medical Supply reminded her that US Bancorp had extensive investments in hcalthcarc

distributors and that choosing not to provide a service to a competitor is actionable under antitrust la-v.

307. Medical Supply contacted an attorney, familiar with the healthcare supply chain research and

development done by Samuel Lipari at the law firm of Shook Hardy and Bacon and asked if his firm could

act as escrow agent for accounts to be set up in US Bank. He said the bank is better prepared to provide

escrow services, fearing the liabilities and risks for an escrow agent where the USA PATRIOT Act had

been invoked and declined to act as escrow agent.

308. On Thursday 10/24/02 Medical Supply filed for urgent injunctive relief against US BANCO;~P

NA. its subsidiaries and named employees. Medical Supply counsel contacted US Bank counsel Kristin

Strong to clarify the clerk of the court's questioning of service and to attempt to schedule a hearing. Ms.

Strong said she would call the following morning Friday 10/25/02 to answer the question about service.

She did not call and took the day off. Medical Supply counsel called her on Monday morning 10128102 at

which time she said the case had been transferred to outside counsel and gave the phone number to Medical

Supply.
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